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CAPACITY
400 lb or 182 kg

PLATFORM SIZES
•SRV955        24” x 36” 
•SRV957        24” x 48” 
•SRV959        24” x 60”

AUTO-WEIGH
An auto-weigh feature allows the scale to 
wake, and display a weight when an animal 
steps on.

AUTO-HOLD
Scale will automatically lock in on weight 
above 1 kilogram.

MEMORY RECALL
Recall the last stored weight. 

WIRELESS CAPABILITY 
Scale comes with peer to peer wi-fi to 
communicate with an optional auxiliary 
display (FR95X-AUX). Note: facility does not 
need wi-fi for this feature to work. 

QR WEIGHT DISPLAY
Simply touching the displayed weight will 
switch the weight to a QR code for easy 
scanning into your medical record system.

The ultra low profile SRV95X series are 
sleek innovative scales, that provide years of 
reliable service and accurate weight data.

The Scale features a wired, wall mounted large 4.3” 
color touch screen display that is easy to read. 
The low-rise scale surface has a non-slip polyurea 
coating infused with an aggregate to provide a slip-
free surface for animals thus reducing the fear that 
animals often experience with a scale. 

An optional second readout provides ease of 
viewing for busy staff.                                     
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Model SRV95X Series
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Floor Scale
Model SRV95X Series

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS in [cm]

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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29.0
74

41”  [104] SRV955
53”  [135] SRV957
65”  [165] SRV959

SRV955       SRV957    SRV959 

SYSTEM 
SPECIFICATIONS

MAX WEIGHT 400 lb / 182 kg

DISPLAY RESOLUTION 0.1 lb / 0.1 kg   

BUTTON FUNCTIONS Zero/Weigh, Hold/Recall

DISPLAY UNITS Pounds / Kilograms

POWER 120 VAC 50-60 Hz

AUTO HOLD

When enabled scale will 
automatically lock in a weight when 
stable, and store it.  To recall this 
weight press the “Recall” button.

ALWAYS ON

Scale is always on in the 
background and will automatically 
wake up and lock a stable weight 
when weight is detected.

WARRANTY Two (2) Years

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

SRV95X WIRELESS AUX DISPLAY FR95X-AUX


